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Abstract: Systems need to evolve to what is required and needed functionally. Looking at how each generation of a system
changes as an evolutionary process, one can see correlations with the natural evolution process. Using nature as a guide,
biological models may be a means to assess an engineered system and propose anticipatory changes (evolutions) to a current
system to create the next generation. This idea of systems generational evolution may provide insight into the design process
of multi-generational systems to be more adaptable to changing technology. Fundamental areas of research for support in this
topic are biological evolutionary mathematical models and system of systems classification.
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1. Introduction
When looking to design the next version of a system, one can draw upon the current system’s design as a basis for the
next generation that will (hopefully) improve and evolve into a better system to meet the needs of the stakeholder. In the
transition between current and next generations, what amounts of improvements are normal or standard in making a new
generation? Is there a better method for which the change can be determined?
One path in the search for these answers is to examine evolution models used in biology. In nature, evolution is
occurring seamlessly and in the balance between order and chaos. Using this natural evolution as a model for systems design
could save time and money in research and design processes as well as help pad the bottom line in regards to profitability.
Being able to model this process is a critical piece needed to help predict engineered systems completion capabilities within
time and budget.
Being able to forecast changes in a system needed to adapt to current and future needs is just one job of a mathematical
model of this systems generational evolution (SGE) process. Ideally, the model would also allow for analysis of any missteps
in the system evolution process of previous generations to help aid in the understanding of how the system evolved and to
essentially help evolve the model to be more accurate in future predictions. What is most important, though, is to come to a
point where a system evolves at the right time and right place.
There have been links with the biological evolutionary models in business and risk management. A goal in examining
the mapping of biological systems to engineered systems is to assess how a change in one generation of a system to the next
influences risk or vice versa.
One consideration is the flexibility of technology when compared to nature. Nature can only modify what currently is
where technology can create bridges that will span over a gap to link existing technologies or to connect old technology with
new (Burris & Thomas, 2016). These are non-natural evolution paths. This can allow for directed changes towards
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